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THE SOVIET SPACE 
PROGRAM 

1 

1. Since the publiclltion of NIE 11-1-69, several developments hnvc directly 
affected the Soviets' capnbility to cnrry out major space ventures. Their prin
cipal effect will be to delay the time when certain of these ventures can be 
undertaken. But in addition.. these developments have undoubtedly caused the 
Soviets to take a serious look at their overall program, and they may result 
in some realignment of near-term objectives. 

2. The very large launch vehicles at Area J at Tyuratam arc essential to 
any plans the Soviets may have for a ma:;1ned lunar I.mding mission, a manned 
lunar orbiting mission, or the very large ( 300,000 pounds) space station referred 
to in NIE 11·1-69. On· 3 July 1969, the Soviets attempted the initial launch 
of one of those vehicles. That launch was probably intended to send an un
manned spotcecraft to the vicinity of the moon and return it to earth. The vehicle 
exploded, causing extensive damage to the J·1 launch pad. Since we believe that 
both Area J launch pads would be required for a manned lunar landing mission,. 
the Soviets must repair the pad as well as solving the launch vehicle problems 
before tha.t mission can be undertaken. 

3. The SL-12 is the launch vehicle that we judged the Soviets would use to 
orbit a large space station (weighing about 50,000 pounds) and to launch a 
variety of unmanhed lunar and planetary probes. It has now failed in 12 of 
the 18 launches attempted. This high rate of failure cannot be attributed to 
any obvious or easily remediable cause, or to any one component of the system; 
it appears to result from shortcomings in quality control · and in test and check· 
out procedures. The solution may require a major overhaul in the program, 
starting at the managerial level. 

4. Even the orbiting of a small space station appears to pose some minor 
problems. We had judged that the Soviets could use the reliable SL-4 system 
to launch two Soyuz,-type spncecrnft, which would then rendezvous and dock 
to form a station that could support three men for up to three months. However, 
the Soyuz 6-7-8 operation in October 1969, which appeared to be a step toward 
such a space station, was only partially successful because of radar failures 
during rendezvous and docking attempts that involved both automntic and 
manual procedures. These problems cnn probably be worked out within n 
short time. 
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5. We h:\Vc; judscd for several years th:tt the Soviets were not competing 
with the timetnble of the US Apollo program. We hnvc also cstimnted, none
theless, that their m:~nned lunnr l:tnding progr:~m cnrried priority over other 
ventures for the me of Arc.1 J l:tunch vehicles nnd facilities. In NIE 11-1-G!J. 
we estimated th:~t :1 landing was unlikely to occur before 1972 but thnt it 
could conceivably be altcmpted by late 1971. Becnuse of the delay in the 
schedule imposed by the explosion, the program h:ts nlmost certainly been 
delayed for at lenst a ycnr and probably more. 

6. A number of stateml!nts, both public and private, by highly placed Soviet 
political and scientific officials have suggested that spnce stntions will figure 
prominently in the Soviet space program. The President of the Academy of Sd
cnces, the Director of the Institute of Space Research, and a host of other 
knowledge:~ble persons have stressed the scientific and economic value of 
space stations and have indic:~ted that a m:tnned lunar landing would not 
be attempted in the nc:1r future. Drexhncv has said that sp:~ce stations :ue 
the "decisive means for the cxplorntion of space" and ~man's main road to 
space." Soviet statements have referred to economic npplications such as the 
discovery of new mineral and petroleum deposits, monitoring of crop develop
ment, hydrographic and oceanographic surveys, and the survey of forest re· 
sources including fire spotting. Although Soviet statements never mention the 
potential military applications of tlleir developments, a manned spnce station 
could provide a base for a variety of military missions such as early warning, 
intelligence collection, and command and control. The SS-7 ICBM firi!'lgs from 
Tyuratam on each of three successive days while the Soyuz 6, 1, and 8 space
craft were in the vicinit}[. J lend 
us to believe that the Soviets are developing some of these military applications.' 

7. Those programs of space applications for civil and military purposes which 
have been generally successful are likely to receive continued support. There 
are numerous reports, however, of increasing pressure in the USSR to reduce 
spend{ng on scientific projects that do not have direct, economic value. On 
the other hand, an accomplishment that would serve in some degree to re
furbish the image of their space program would undoubtedly be welcome 
to the Soviet leaders. They may consider that the establishment of a space 
station would m'eet both the requirement of practicality and the needs of prop
aganda. In any case, for technical reasons alone, space stations of the Soyuz type 
are likely to figure more prominently than the manned lunar lnnding in the 
Soviet space program for the next few years. 

8. In the near future, the Soviets may orbit a small space station composed 
of Soyuz-type spacecraft. A more impressive accomplishment would be the 
orbiting of a large space station (about 50,000 pounds) but that venture must 

await the resolution of the SL-12 troubles. An attempt to orbit the very large 

space station ( 300,000 pounds) could not be undertaken until the problems 

' Specific details of Soviet fu ture sp:.ee we:~pons C3pabilities will be discussed in the ap· 
propri31e millt:~ry estimates which will be published bter this yc:u. 
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with the Area J I:J.unc.:h vehicle have been corrected. And, even if the mission 
were given overriding priority for the usc of the J vehicles, the life support 
sy.stcm required for a station of that size also would be a pacing item. 

9. We estimated hlst yc:u that :1 manned circumlunar flight was not likely. 
The successful Oight of Zond 7, in August 1969, however, w:~.s a rehearsal for 
a manned circumlunar Oi~ht, indicating that as late as that time the Soviets 
were working toward such a mission. 

10. Whatever the ncar-term situation, we believe that the manned lunar 
landing mission remains on thl! books as a venture to be carried out in due 
course. But aside from the dcl:~y for technical reasons, other factors including 
economic considerations may serve to delay it even further. Moreover, the 
Soviets mny consider that further delay would not necessarily work to their 
<lisadvant:~.ge, particularly if the landing should occur at a time when US 
manned space activity is at a reduced level and if the Soviets could advertise 
their mission as a first step toward a more complicated enterprise (e.g., a lunar 
base). 

11. In sum, while the Soviets appear to be moving ahead in several areas 
of their space program, including- deep space probes, c-bout as we :.!xpeded 
they would, holders of NIE 11-1-69 are advised that the judgments in that 
estimate as to the sequence and timing of Soviet attempts at manned lunar 
landings and m:J.nned lunar orbiting are no longer valid and th:~t more precise 
estimates arc not possible at this time. Technical probleqts with both the J 
vehicle and the SL-12 booster will delay a manned lunar l:!nding until 1973 :J.t 
the earliest and probably beyond. Nevertheless, a lunar landing mission rem:1ins 
on the books as :1 venture to be carried out in due course. Meanwhile, space 
stations of the Soyuz type are likely to figure more prominently than the manned 
lunar landing in the Soviet spetcc program for the next few years. 
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1. Since the publication of NIE 11-1-69, several developments have directly 
affected the Soviets" capability to carry out major space ventures. Their prin
cipal effect will be to del:ty the time when certain of these ventures can be 
undertaken. But in addition. these developments have undoubtedly caused the 
Soviets to take a serious look at their overall program, and they may result 
in some realignment of near-tenn objectives. 

2. The very large launch vehicles at Arc<~ J :~.t Tyuntam arc essential to 
any plans the Soviets may have for a ma:;~ned lunar landing mission, a manned 
lunar orbiting mission, or the very large ( 300,000 pounds) space station referred 
to in NIE 11-1-69. On 3 July 1969, the Soviets attempted the initial l01unch 
of one of those vehicles. That launch was probably intended to send :1.n un
manned spacecraft to the vicinity of the moon and return it to earth. The vehicle 
exploded, causing extensive damage to the J-1 launch pad. Since we believe that 
both Area J launch pads would be required for a manned lunar landing mission,. 
the Soviets must repair the pad as well as solving the launch vehicle problems 
before that mission can be undertaken. 

3. The SL-12 is the l:~.unch vehicle that we judged the Soviets would use to 
orbit a large space station (weighing about 50,000 pounds) and to launch a 
variety of unmanhed lunar and planetary probes. It has now failed in 12 of 
the 18 launches attempted. This high rate of failure cannot be attributed to 
any obvious or easily remediable cause, or to any one component of the system; 
it appears to result from shortcomings in quality control· and in test and check
out procedures. The solution may require a major overhaul in the program, 
starting at the managerial level. 

4. Even the orbiting of a small space station appears to pose some minor 
problems. We had judged that the Soviets could use the reliable SL-4 system 
to launch two Soyu-z,-type spacecraft, which would then rendezvous and dock 
to form a station that could support three men for up to three 1nonths. However, 
the Soyuz 6-7-8 operation in October 1969, which appeared to be a step toward 
such a space station, was only pi\rtially successful because of radar failures 
during rendezvous and docking attempts that involved both automatic and 
manual procedures. These problems can probably be worked out within a 
short time. 
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5. We: h:we judged for several yc:trs th<lt the Soviets were not competing 
with the timet01ble of the US Apollo progr:tm. We h<lvc also cstim:\tcd, none· 
thdcss, that their m:mncd lunnr lnnding progr:rm c:trricd priority over other 
ventures for the use of Are;\ J bunch vehicles and fncilitics. In NlE ll·l·G9, 
we estimated th;at ;a l:anding w<\s unlikely to occur before 1972 but th:1t it 
could conceivably be :atlcmptcd by late 1971. Bcc::\usc of the delay in the 
schedule imposed by the explosion, the program has almost certainly been 
delayed for at least a year and probably more. 

6. A number of statements, both public and private, by highly pbccd Soviet 
political :and scientific officials have suggested that space stations will figure 
prominently in the Soviet space program. The President of the Academy of Sd
ences, the Director of the Institute of Space Research, and a host of other 
knowledgeable persons hnve stressed the scientific and economic value of 
space stations and have indicated that a manned lunar landing would not 
be attempted in the near future. Brezhnev has said that space stations arc 
the "decisive means for 'the exploration of space" and Mman's main road to 
space." Soviet statements have referred to economic applications such as the 
discovery of new mineral and petroleum deposits, monitoring of crop develop· 
ment, hydrographic and oceanographic surveys, and the survey of forest re
sources including fire spotting. Although Soviet statements never mention the 
potential military applications of their developments, a manned space station 
could provide a base for a variety of military missions such as early warning, 
intelligence collection, and command and control. The SS-7 ICBM firings from 
Tyuratam on each of three successive days while the Soyuz 6, 1, nnd 8,2pace· 
craft were in the vicinit>[. _j lend 
us to believe thnt the Soviets are developing some of these military applications.1 

1. Those programs of space applications for civil and military purposes which 
have been generally successful are likely to receive continued support. There 
are numerous reports, however, of increasing pressure in the ussn to reduce 
spending on scientific projects that do not have direct, economic value. On 
the other hand, an accomplishment that would serve in some degree to re
furbish the image of their space program would undoubtedly be welcome 
to the Soviet leaders. They may consider that the establishment of a space 
station would m'eet both the requirement of practicality and the needs of prop
aganda. In any case, for technical reasons alone, space stations of the Soyuz type 
arc likely to figure more prominently than the manned lunar landing in the 
Soviet space program for the next few years. 

8. In the near future, the Soviets may orbit a small space station composed 
of Soyuz-type spacecraft. A more impressive accomplishment would be the 
orbiting of a large space station (about 50,000 pounds) but that venture must 

await the resolution of the SL-12 troubles. An attempt to orbit the very large 

space station ( 300,000 pounds) could not be undertaken until the problems 

' Speci£ic details of Soviet future space we:apons c:apabilitics will be discussed in lhe ap· 
propri:ate military estimates which will be published l:ater this year . 
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with the Arc:\ J launch vehicle hav~ been corrected. And, even if the mission 
were given overriding priority for the usc of the J vehicles, the life support 
system required for a st3tion of that size also would be a p3cing item. 

9. We estimated l;~st yc:~r th:~t :1 manned circumlunar flight was not likely. 
The successful flight uf Zond 7, in August 1969, however, was a rehearsal for 
a manned cin:umlunar flight, il;dic:~ting that as late as that time the Soviets 
were working toward such a mission. 

10. Wh:~tever the ncar-term situation, we believe that the m:mned lunar 
landing mis5ion remains on th~: books as a venture to be carried out in due 
course. But aside from the dcl01y for technical reasons, other factors including 
economic considerations may serve to delay it even further. Moreover, the 
Soviets m4ly consider that further delay would not necessarily work to their 
clis4ldvantage, particularly i£ the l:~nding should occur at a time when US 
manned space activity is at a reduced level and if the Soviets could advertise 
their mission as a first step toward a more complicated enterprise (e.g., a lunar 
base) . 

11. In sum, while the Soviets appear to be moving ahead in several areas 
of their space program, including deep space probes, c•bout as we ~pected 
they would, holders of NIE 11-1-69 are advised that the judgments in that 
estimate as to the sequence and timing of Soviet attempts at manned lunar 
landings and manned lunar orbiting arc no longer valid and that more precise 
estimates are not possible at this time. Technical problems with both the J 
vehicle and the SL-12 booster will delay a manned lunar l~nding until 1973 at 
the e<1tliest and probably beyond. Nevertheless, a lunar landing mission remains 
on the books as a venture to be carried out in due course. Meanwhile, space 
stations of the Soyuz type are likely to figure more prominently than the manned 
lunar landing in the Soviet space program for the next few years. 
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